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1 Introduction
It has long been thought [1–4] – and more recently established [5–8] – that relativistic quantum
field theories in d = 2 + 1 enjoy a remarkable property known as bosonization. The process of
bosonization changes the statistics of particles from Bose to Fermi by flux attachment. This
is typically affected by coupling the theory to an emergent, dynamical gauge field through
the introduction of a Chern-Simons term. In addition, certain QFTs in d = 2 + 1 are related
by particle-vortex duality , which maps bosons to bosons and fermions to fermions. Both
bosonization and particle-vortex duality map the matter content of one theory to monopole
operators in another. While the recent revival in the study of bosonization and particle-vortex
duality in three dimensional systems has been spurred on by large N non-Abelian gauge the-
ories and higher spin theories, the case of Abelian dualities provides a particularly interesting
framework. From the basic prescription of Abelian bosonization via flux attachments, one
can build an expanding network of dualities from a single seed relation [9, 10] (see also [11]).
In this case, particle-vortex duality can be derived from bosonization.
One aspect of both the Abelian and non-Abelian cases of three-dimensional bosonization
that has received little attention is the role of boundaries in the duality. If there is any
testable prediction to come from the duality, it is necessary to understand how to describe
the behavior of systems with dual bulk theories in the presence of a boundary in order to make
contact with quantities measurable on a finite sample. After all, the physics of edge modes
is the most easily accessible physical manifestation in quantum Hall samples. Furthermore,
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including boundaries gives us one more check of the dualities which to some extent remain
conjectural, even though there has been recent progress on providing a proof of the basic “seed
duality” by realizing it via a lattice construction in [12]. To understand both these points,
we will study how Abelian theories on flat, half space R2,1+ are related by bosonization. In
particular, we will restrict our investigation to flux attachment between IR descriptions of
free fermions and scalars with quartic self-coupling near or at the conformal fixed point. We
note that while we will be considering bosonization and particle-vortex duality as in [9, 10]
throughout, the results obtained should be easily generalizable to include, say, non-trivial
flavor symmetries [13]. Despite our restriction to R2,1+ , we believe our results generalize to
curved manifolds with arbitrary boundaries so long as they are topologically trivial.
An ambitious program considering boundary conditions in 2+1 dimensional dualities has
been outlined by Gaiotto in a talk over a year ago [14]. In that talk, he conjectures dual
pairs of boundary conditions based on constructing interfaces between a theory and its dual.
Assuming that at low energies the theories decouple across the interface, an interesting web
of Abelian and non-Abelian dualities emerges with subtle, non-trivial interplay of boundary
conditions imposed on scalars and gauge fields. In this work, we construct a duality that
agrees with one of the examples in [14] and gives evidence that these conjectures – which are
based on the decoupling assumption – are possibly true more broadly. While not attempted in
the following work, it would be very interesting to flesh out the details of Gaiotto’s program.
In § 2, we review the status of the web of dualities in d = 2 + 1 including conventions,
notation, and descriptions of the theories participating in the dualities for use in all of the
subsequent sections. In § 3, we construct the appropriate theories participating in bosoniza-
tion on R2,1+ including possible boundary conditions and requirements for the theory to be
non-anomalous. Joining the concepts from the previous section, in § 4 we formulate the role
of boundary conditions and self-consistency in describing dual theories on R2,1+ . Further, in
§ 5, we will give evidence for the continuum duality by writing down the microscopic theory
on a Euclidean three-dimensional cubic lattice. Finally, we will conclude with an overview of
the results and a discussion of future directions.
2 Review of Abelian dualities
To begin the analysis of Abelian dualities with boundaries, we will give a brief review of the
basic players and the mechanisms that relate them [9, 10]. Our starting point will be the two
basic forms of bosonization relating a Wilson-Fisher (WF) scalar, a free Dirac fermion, and
level-k U(1) Chern-Simons theories (U(1)k CS) living on R2,1. Specifically, we begin with the
“seed” dualities
WF scalar + U(1)1 CS ←→ Free Fermion, (2.1)
WF scalar ←→ Free Fermion + U(1)−1 CS. (2.2)
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These schematic relations are understood at the level of equating the partition functions as
a function of background fields of the theories across the arrows.
In the following, we use uppercase letters to denote background gauge fields, and lowercase
for a dynamical gauge fields, ϕ for scalar fields, ψ for Dirac fermions, and λ for heavy Pauli-
Villars regulator fields. In what will be a necessary distinction for later application, we will
denote dynamical (background) spinc valued connections with a (A), while ordinary U(1)
connections will be denoted with b (B), c (C), and so on. The background and dynamical
gauge fields are coupled through a BF-term that is defined below. With these conventions,
eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) are more precisely written respectively as
ZWF+flux[A] ≡
∫
DϕDb eiSWF[ϕ, b]+iSCS [b]+iSBF [b,A]
↔
∫
DψDλ eiSf [ψ,λ,A] ≡ Zf[A],
(2.3)
and
ZWF[B] ≡
∫
Dϕ eiSWF[ϕ,B]
↔
∫
DψDλDa eiSf [ψ,λ, a]−iSBF [a,B]−iSCS [B] ≡ Zf+flux[B].
(2.4)
The actions for the various matter fields participating in the above dualities are given by
SWF[ϕ, B] =
∫
d3x |(∂µ − iBµ)ϕ|2 − α|ϕ|4, (2.5a)
Sf [ψ, λ, A] = lim
mλ→−∞
∫
d3x iψ¯γµ(∂µ − iAµ)ψ + iλ¯γµ(∂µ − iAµ)λ−mλλ¯λ . (2.5b)
It is well known that a single Dirac fermion in d = 3 has a parity anomaly, which necessitates
the inclusion of the Pauli-Villars regulator in eq. (2.5b) to yield a well defined fermion de-
terminant. Even though we are ultimately interested in the case where the regulator mass is
parametrically heavy (|mλ| → ∞), its effect on the theory by shifting topological terms must
always be tracked – even when λ is integrated out. In the literature it is common to forego
writing down the regulator and instead add a k = −12 Chern-Simons term to the action to
account for the effects of λ.1 We prefer to explicitly keep the regulator field around as it
makes the accounting of edge modes clearer.
The actions for the level-k Chern-Simons and BF -terms are
kSCS [A] =
k
4pi
∫
d3x µνρAµ∂νAρ, (2.6a)
kSBF [b, A] =
k
2pi
∫
d3x µνρbµ∂νAρ. (2.6b)
1More precisely, we should note that this topological effect is the η-invariant coming from the Atiyah-Patodi-
Singer index theorem [15, 16]. The precise definition will be discussed more thoroughly when the distinction
is important in Sec. § 4.2.
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The normalizations in eqs. (2.6a) and (2.6b) are chosen such that the theories with arbitrary
k ∈ Z are gauge invariant in the absence of a boundary. Taking inspiration from the micro-
scopic description of bosonization [12], the coupling of the dynamical field b to the background
field A can alternatively be written
SCS [b] + SBF [b, A] = SCS [b+A]− SCS [A]. (2.7)
We will see in later sections that rewriting eqs. (2.3) and (2.4) with only Chern-Simons terms
will be useful in understanding edge modes.
A few remarks are warranted before proceeding. The statements of eqs. (2.3) and (2.4)
should to be understood at the IR fixed point. Thus, the absence of a Maxwell term for a, i.e.
1
4e2
(da)2, can easily be seen because the IR limit requires e2 → ∞. Moreover, the action for
the Wilson-Fisher scalar is obtained by tuning the scalar mass m2ϕ → 0 and quartic coupling
α→∞. Alternatively, one can think of the Wilson-Fisher scalar by introducing an auxiliary
scalar (Hubbard-Stratonovich) field, σ, such that
SWF [ϕ, σ, B] =
∫
d3x
(
|(∂µ − iBµ)ϕ|2 − σ|ϕ|2 + σ
2
2α
)
. (2.8)
Integrating out σ produces eq. (2.5a). Treating σ as a background field, it functions as a mass-
term source. Relating the operator insertion sourced by σ through either of the dualities yields
the map: σ ↔ −ψ¯ψ. The way that we will interpret this map for mass deformed theories is
that the scalar and fermion mass terms are mapped into one another under the duality as
±m2ϕ|ϕ|2 ↔ ∓mψψ¯ψ. (2.9)
Consistency of the dualities (2.3) and (2.4) for positive and negative mass deformations will
be a guiding principle in what follows.
Another useful map between dualities will be between global symmetry currents. Since
we identify the global U(1) symmetries on either side of the duality, it is natural to also
identify the conserved currents associated with said symmetries. For example, the duality
eq. (2.3) implies the identification of
jµWF+flux(x) ≡
δSWF+flux[A]
δAµ(x)
↔ jµf (x) ≡
δSf [A]
δAµ(x)
. (2.10)
For the side of the duality with a dynamical U(1) gauge field, the global U(1) is associated
with a flux current. Meanwhile, the side with just matter has a global U(1) that is associated
with particle number.
Spin Considerations
A large portion of the subtleties involved in extending these dualities to include manifolds
with boundaries comes from the differences between spin and spinc valued U(1) connections.
We will now take a brief detour to review some of these concepts. The discussion here will be
largely heuristic, while more mathematically oriented treatments can be found in [10, 17, 18].
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Consider an arbitrary manifold, M, and turn on a background gauge field, i.e. a U(1)
connection A. Suppose that we want to ask questions about the dynamics of a system of
fermions on M that couple to A. We first must ensure that it is sensible to define the Dirac
operator onM. This requires us to define an appropriate connection, ω abµ , that consistently
parallel transports a local Lorentz frame over all ofM, allowing us to meaningfully talk about
placing a spinor anywhere on M. An M that admits a global definition of ω abµ is called a
spin manifold. On a spin manifold the full covariant Dirac operator is given by
Dµ = ∂µ +
1
4
ω abµ γaγb + iAµ. (2.11)
However, certain topological constraints imply that not every manifold admits a global
definition of ω abµ . The topological obstruction to defining ω everywhere on M can be com-
pensated by a non-standard choice for quantization of A:
1
2pi
∫
Σ
dA ∈ 2Z, (2.12)
where Σ is an oriented co-dimension 2 surface in M. Within this quantization scheme, the
covariant Dirac operator
D(n)µ = ∂µ +
1
4
ω abµ γaγb + inAµ (2.13)
is well defined for odd n. An M whose topological obstruction to a global definition of the
Dirac operator is compensated by the unusual quantization of A is called a spinc manifold,
and the A obeying eq. (2.12) will be referred to as a spinc valued connection.
Further, we can impose eq. (2.12) even if the manifold admits a global definition of ω abµ ,
which implies that spin and spinc valued connections can be defined spin manifolds . Thus
since R2,1 and R2,1+ are spin manifolds, the distinction that we must make is at the level of
fermions being coupled to either a spin or spinc valued connection.
The restriction to odd n gives rise to the spin-charge relation of condensed matter physics;
particles with integer spin have even charge and half-integer spin have odd charge. While this
does not appear to be a fundamental law of nature, it is believed to be valid for systems made
up of protons, electrons and other charged (quasi-)particles. This motivates the distinction
between spin and spinc valued connections in our notation and further implies that our
background field appearing in eq. (2.3) is spinc [17].
As an example of how this distinction can enter into the seed dualities, consider pure a
U(1)1 theory with spin valued connection, b, on M = T 3.2 Further, consider that M is the
boundary of a four-dimensional manifold X. Upon quantization, we find that there is just
one state such that the path integral is
Z =
∫
Db eiSCS [b] = e−iΩ (2.14)
2This discussion follows Appendix B of [10] where more details can be found.
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where Ω denotes “framing anomaly”
Ω = 2
∫
∂X
CSg =
1
96pi
∫
X
R∧R, (2.15)
and CSg is the gravitational Chern-Simons term.
If the same U(1) theory with dynamical gauge field b is defined with respect to a back-
ground spinc structure with connection A on M, we must couple our dynamical U(1) field
b to the background connection A through a BF term. As with the previous case, there is
only one state, and the theory is uniquely determined. The difference is that the partition
function evaluates to
Z[A] =
∫
Db eiSCS [b]+iSBF [b,A] = e−iΩ−i 14pi
∫
AdA. (2.16)
Accounting for these extra terms will prove to be a useful guiding principle for keeping track
of edge modes across the duality.
3 Theories on half-space
Now that we have reviewed the basics of the standard Abelian dualities, we are in a position
to address the subtleties associated with the theories on the half-space, R2,1+ . We will explore
the space of boundary conditions consistent with eqs. (2.5b) or (2.5a) defined on R2,1+ .
To do so, we must remind ourselves of how to be honest about boundary conditions in
field theories. Consider a theory with action S defined on the manifold M with boundary
∂M. By taking the variation δS we will find two classes of terms
δS = δSbulk + δSbdry =
∫
M
δLbulk +
∫
∂M
δLbdry. (3.1)
The bulk part of the action is still extremized by the classical equations of motion, and
consistency of the variation amounts to choosing conditions on the field configurations such
that δSbdry vanishes as well. In the classical limit of the theory, the field configuration that
satisfies the equations of motion should also satisfy boundary conditions. In the full quantum
theory this is not necessarily the case. One way to proceed is by manually restricting the
space of allowed field configurations by inserting delta funtions in the path integral which
impose the desired boundary conditions. This method excludes fluctuations where δSbdry 6= 0.
Alternatively, we could do the path integral over all boundary field configurations. In that
case the boundary conditions would only be obeyed by the dominant field configurations in
the path integral–those which extremize the action. Below we will see that for all fields we
consider there will be multiple boundary conditions which satisfy δSbdry = 0. The boundary
conditions will be chosen such that the theory remains non-anomalous and we keep the global
symmetries on either side of the duality consistent.
In addition to the field conventions listed above, we will take coordinates on R2,1+ to be
{t, x, y} where t, x ∈ (−∞, ∞) and y ≥ 0. The boundary of R2,1+ is the surface at y = 0.
Indices i, j will be used to denote coordinates on the boundary and µ, ν in the bulk.
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3.1 Boundary conditions
Applying the above approach to eq. (2.5a), we take the theory defined on R2,1+ by fiat and
vary such that
δSWF [ϕ,B] = . . .+
∫
y=0
d2x
(
δϕ†Dyϕ+ δϕDyϕ†
)
(3.2)
where “. . .” contains bulk terms which vanish on-shell. This implies that both Dirichlet
δϕ|y=0 = 0 and Neumann Dyϕ|y=0 = 0 are valid boundary conditions.
Now consider the boundary conditions for a Dirac fermion. We write the Dirac fermion
eq. (2.5b) evaluated on R2,1+ in terms of left and right handed components:
ψ =
(
ψ+
ψ−
)
, i.e. ψ± = P±ψ with P± =
1± γy
2
, (3.3)
and γy is the gamma matrix in the direction perpendicular to the boundary. γy = iγtγx is
the ‘γ5’ in the boundary theory. Now, on R2,1+ the terms in eq. (2.5b) that depend on ψ in
this language read
Sf [ψ, λ, A] =
∫
R2,1+
d3x
(
iψ¯+D/Aiψ+ + iψ¯−D/Aiψ− + ψ¯−Ayψ+ − ψ¯+Ayψ−
+
i
2
(ψ¯−∂yψ+ − ∂yψ¯−ψ+ + ∂yψ¯+ψ− − ψ¯+∂yψ−)
)
+ . . .
(3.4)
where the ellipses denote the terms that only depend on the Pauli-Villars regulator field and
D/Ai ≡ γi(∂i − iAi).
The boundary terms generated by the variation of eq. (3.4) are
δSf [ψ, A] = . . .+
∫
y=0
d2x
(
ψ−δψ¯+ − ψ+δψ¯− + ψ¯−δψ+ − ψ¯+δψ−
)
. (3.5)
We can consistently impose Dirichlet boundary conditions on either of the chiral components,3
ψ+|y=0 = 0 or ψ−|y=0 = 0. (3.6)
However, choosing both ψ+|y=0 = 0 and ψ−|y=0 = 0 over-constrains the equations of motion
at the boundary [19]. Either choice in eq. (3.6) leaves behind a chiral edge mode as seen
in the current running parallel to the boundary, jiψ = ψ¯γ
iψ. In § 4.1, we will explore how
requiring a non-anomalous theory forces us to choose one boundary condition over the other.
Since the action for the Pauli-Villars regulator fields is identical to that for the Dirac
fermions, the analysis above applies in kind. In particular, we apply chiral boundary condi-
tions on the Pauli-Villars regulator as well, i.e.
λ+|y=0 = 0 or λ−|y=0 = 0. (3.7)
3We will always take P±ψ|y=0 to imply the corresponding relation on the conjugate field, namely ψ¯P∓|y=0 =
0.
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In what follows, we will show boundary condition of the Dirac fermion and Pauli-Villars field
are related. In order to keep track of which boundary condition we are imposing on the two
fields, we introduce a superscript S±f [ψ, λ, A] to indicate imposing the boundary conditions
ψ∓|y=0 = λ±|y=0 = 0.
We will use similar notation for the time reversed fermion actions S¯∓f [ψ, λ,A] with the
superscript indicating the type of boundary conditions imposed. Note that the time reversed
version of S+f is S¯
−
f and vice versa. In addition, we should keep in mind that S
±
f itself was
defined with a large negative Pauli-Villars mass, and since fermion mass terms are time-
reversal odd, S¯±f is defined with a large positive Pauli-Villars mass. This means that S¯f can
be thought of as coming with a k = +12 Chern-Simons term rather than k = −12 .
Next, consider the possible boundary conditions for our dynamical gauge fields. To
constrain such fields, we will consider the action at the level of the microscopic description in
which the Maxwell term is still dominant. Upon variation, we find
δSMaxwell[b] = . . .− 1
e2
∫
y=0
d2x F yiδbi. (3.8)
with Fyi = ∂ybi−∂iby. Once more, we see we can impose either Dirichlet or Neumann bound-
ary conditions. The former requires the variation along the boundary to vanish, i.e. bi = 0.
Neumann boundary conditions require the field strength adjacent and oriented perpendicular
to the boundary be flat, Fiy = 0.
Lastly, we will consider the boundary conditions for a level-k Chern-Simons term. Such
terms will only come up in the IR limit of the dualities. Varying eq. (2.6a) gives
k δSCS[b] = . . .+
k
4pi
∫
y=0
d2x ijbiδbj . (3.9)
While we could impose bt = 0 or bx = 0 at the boundary, requiring the general, sufficient
condition that
(bt − vbbx)|y=0 = 0, (3.10)
makes the boundary physics clear in the context of eqs. (2.3) and (2.4). That is, we maintain
a chiral edge mode with velocity vb and chirality set by sgn(vb). In order for the boundary
kinetic term to be positive definite, the velocity must be chosen such that vbk > 0 [20]. In
what follows we will be mostly interested in relativistic theories fixing the magnitude |vb| = 1.
Since a gauge transformation of eq. (2.6a) also produces a boundary term, any gauge choice
that we make must be consistent with eq. (3.10). The simplest solution is to promote the
boundary condition to a gauge fixing condition, i.e. we let (bt− vbbx) = 0 in the bulk as well.
As we will see in the next section, the freedom to choose vb is actually tied to the choice of
fermionic boundary conditions. The consistency requirement on the sign of vb will then pick
a preferred fermionic boundary condition, which we will hardwire into the path integral.
In this section, we have seen that there are multiple choices of boundary conditions for all
of the fields in our theories. However, the choices will be constrained by requiring the theory
to be non-anomalous and that the global symmetries on either side of the duality match.
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3.2 Boundary modes and anomalies
The discussion of the previous subsection will prove sufficient to study the duality between
the conformal field theories related by bosonization. However, to check the consistency of our
dualities under deformations, we will also be interested in adding mass gaps to the theories
on R2,1+ . Before formulating dualities like eqs. (2.3) and (2.4) with boundary conditions, we
will highlight additional subtleties in gapped phases in the presence of a boundary.
Our main concern in this section is the possible existence of domain wall fermions (DWFs)
and their interplay with anomalies.4 DWFs are typically discussed in the context of Dirac
fermions defined on R2,1 with a spatially varying mass term – specifically, a mass term that
changes sign across an interface. But the same basic construction also allows us to look for
the existence of massless boundary modes on R2,1+ . A massless chiral mode localized on the
boundary will exist when the mass profile leaves
ξ (y) = e±
∫ y
0 dy
′m(y′) (3.11)
finite for all y ∈ R2,1+ [21]. Unlike the DWF descending from the construction on R2,1, any
constant, non-zero mass profile (m(y) = m) in eq. (3.11) yields a normalizable zero mode
for a fermionic theory on R2,1+ . The chirality of the DWF is set by the sign of the mass:
sgn(m) = +1 gives a left-mover and sgn(m) = −1 a right-mover. In either case, the chiral
current is not conserved, and so the boundary theory on its own is anomalous. While this is
not necessarily an inconsistency in the case when the fermion number is not gauged, we are
only interested in theories in which our global symmetry currents are in fact conserved and
so can be consistently coupled to background fields.5
It has long been known that a level-k Chern-Simons in the bulk can precisely account for
the anomalous chiral modes living on the defect so long as they satisfy the relation
k = n+ − n−, (3.12)
where (n+) n− are the number of (right-) left-moving modes. More precisely, the nonzero
anomaly of the bulk Chern-Simons term under gauge transformations of its associated gauge
field can be exactly compensated by the axial anomaly of chiral edge movers on the boundary.
This is know as the Callan-Harvey mechanism [22].
In addition to the chiral anomaly, there is also a framing anomaly of such edge theo-
ries which arises under diffeomorphism transformations. There is a condition analogous to
the Callan-Harvey mechanism which accounts for anomalies associated with diffeomorphism
transformations of the gravitational Cherm-Simons terms we will consider. In particular, a
manifoldM with a boundary will not be diffeomorphism invariant unless the theory satisfies
kΩ =
1
2
(
nMW+ − nMW−
)
(3.13)
4Strictly speaking, our “domain wall” is really the boundary of our material, but we will continue to use
this slight abuse of vocabulary.
5Dualities between theories which have non-vanishing boundary anomalies for global symmetries can also
be formulated, as long as the anomalies on both sides of the duality agree. We do not consider such dualities
in this work, but they have been outlined in [14] along with the theories we consider.
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where kΩ is the coefficient of gravitational Chern-Simons term, iΩ of eq. (2.15), and n
MW± the
number of right- and left-moving Majorana-Weyl fermions, respectively. Fortuantely, a single
chiral Dirac fermion is equivalent to two Majorana-Weyl fermions, i.e. n± = 2nMW± [10].
Hence, so long as k = kΩ = ±1, a single chiral fermion can render the theory non-anomalous
for both the chiral and framing anomalies. In what follows, our calculations will be organized
such that keeping track of eq. (3.12) is completely equivalent to eq. (3.13).
We will see that requiring our theories to be non-anomalous – such that eq. (3.12) is satis-
fied – arranges for us the pieces laid out above into a working conjecture for Abelian dualities
with a boundary. Furthermore, this counting will naturally appear as an organizational tool
in the lattice construction in later sections.
Let us now take account of the possible edge modes that can appear in the context of
bosonization dualities. To start, we will only consider matter fields. The scalars will never
give rise to a chiral edge mode. For gapped fermions, we naturally get DWFs subject to the
boundary conditions of eq. (3.6), which select any possible surviving edge mode. As hinted
by eq. (3.12) these DWFs are intimately connected to Chern-Simons terms.
By the same reasoning that our gapped fermions give rise to DWFs, so too do the Pauli-
Villars fields. We will always take the boundary conditions on the Pauli-Villars regulators
to kill off the would-be DWF. If we do not kill off the Pauli-Villars DWF, this would give
us massless ghosts localized to the boundary. This would be orthogonal to the Pauli-Villar’s
field original purpose, which was to regulate high energy degrees of freedom giving rise to the
parity anomaly.
Consider a spinc valued connection, A, coupled to a heavy Dirac fermion, χ, and a heavy
Pauli-Villars regulator, λ, with positive masses. Here we will take A to be a background field,
but analogous results hold for dynamical spinc valued connections up to potential boundary
conditions which we will discuss later. The effective action generated by integrating out a
heavy Dirac fermion is iSCS [A] + iΩ. Furthermore from eq. (3.11), χ gives rise to a DWF
of positive chirality, and so we can satisfy eq. (3.12) by imposing χ−|y=0 = 0 to leave the
DWF unaffected. The same DWF is precisely the edge mode we also need to account for the
framing anomaly. To remove the DWF associated with the Pauli-Villars regulator, we impose
λ+|y=0 = 0. Analogous results follow choosing negative mass Dirac fermions and Pauli-Villars
regulators with a flipped Chern-Simons level and the opposite boundary conditions. Choosing
the signs of the fermion and Pauli-Villars masses to be anti-aligned, the Chern-Simons terms
cancel. Furthermore, both the fermion and Pauli-Villars boundary conditions prevent any
DWFs from arising. As promised, for k = ±1 only one of the two possible fermionic boundary
conditions yields a theory consistent with eq. (3.12).
Returning to the IR boundary conditions on the gauge fields, we saw the Chern-Simons
term gave us a chiral edge mode whose handedness was set by the sign by the velocity in
eq. (3.10) and hence by k. If this Chern-Simons term is generated by integrating out a
massive fermion, the bosonic chiral edge mode from the gauge field can be understood as a
1 + 1-dimensional bosonized DWF. Thus, the IR physics still retains some memory of the
microscopic picture due to the gapless chiral edge mode furnished by the underlying DWF,
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which appropriately accounts for the anomalies. Together the massive fermions, Maxwell
term for the gauge field, and chiral edge mode give a complete microscopic picture of the
theory. This implies that eq. (3.10) emerges from the boundary conditions imposed on the
microscopic fermions.
In fact, we would like to promote this to an operating principle for how to deal with
Chern-Simons terms when analyzing theories in the presence of boundaries. We want to view
all spinc and gravitational Chern-Simons terms as being generated by integrating out massive
fermions. This is the easiest way to get a consistent microscopic picture accounting for all
the resulting boundary modes and anomaly inflows. In particular, this means we will have
the following view of the Chern-Simons terms appearing in Abelian bosonization:
+iSCS [A]+ iΩ Chern-Simons terms: Pauli-Villars regulator and a free fermion
with mλ, mχ > 0 and the χ−|y=0 = 0 and λ+|y=0 = 0 boundary conditions.
−iSCS [A]− iΩ Chern-Simons terms: Pauli-Villars regulator and a free fermion
with mλ, mχ < 0 and the χ+|y=0 = 0 and λ−|y=0 = 0 boundary conditions.
The signs of the masses of the fermion and Pauli-Villars fields and their appropriate boundary
conditions are completely determined by the sign of the Chern-Simons level. We will use this
microscopic description both for Chern-Simons terms for dynamical spinc fields and for Chern-
Simons terms associated with background spinc valued connections. For clarity, we will denote
the fermions that appear in eqs. (2.3) and (2.4) as ψ and refer to them as “dynamical”, while
“fiducial” fermions χ refer to the microscopic description of the Chern-Simons term. More
explicitly, we will view every Chern-Simon terms as arising from
e±iSCS [A]±iΩ =
∫
DχDλ eiS±ff [χ, λ,A], (3.14)
where
S±ff [χ, λ,A] = lim|mχ|,|mλ|→∞
∫
R2,1+
d3x
(
iχ¯D/Aχ∓ |mχ|χ¯χ+ iλ¯D/Aλ∓ |mλ|λ¯λ
)
. (3.15)
The superscript on fiducial fermion action denotes the sign of the fermion and Pauli-Villars
masses6 as well as the corresponding boundary conditions, χ∓|y=0 = λ±|y=0 = 0. As usual,
we have chosen the convention that the fermionic mass term appears generically as V (ψ) =
+mψψ¯ψ.
The only difference between dynamical and background spinc valued connections is the
possibility of imposing boundary conditions on the former. Since Dirichlet boundary condi-
tions set the gauge field at the boundary to zero, imposing them will eliminate anomalous
current flow onto the boundary from a dynamical Chern-Simons term. Hence, we do not
need to put any additional chiral boundary modes to compensate for such currents. However,
6This is to be contrasted with our definition of S±f [ψ, λ,A] for the dynamical fermions. The latter were
massless to begin with and we always took the Pauli-Villars mass to be negative and large. The superscript
in that case only referred to the boundary conditions.
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employing Dirichlet boundary conditions changes the boundary gauge symmetry to a global
symmetry; thus, introducing a second global U(1) symmetry into the theory. On the dual
side, new boundary localized matter has to be added to account for this enhanced global sym-
metry. In this work, we will only consider Neumann boundary conditions on the dynamical
gauge fields so that eq. (3.12) needs to be satisfied for all types of gauge fields. Additional
dualities with Dirichlet boundary conditions on gauge fields have been outlined in [14].
We will see that the boundary modes associated with the fiducial fermions will be crucial
in developing a consistent picture of boundary modes. This is particularly interesting when
the Chern-Simons terms involved describe only background fields. In this case the fiducial
fermion still can contribute massless boundary modes, even though the Chern-Simons term
does not involve any fluctuating fields. From the point of view of the low energy theory it
appears that these fermionic boundary modes have to be added “by hand” in order for the
duality to hold.
4 Dualities including boundaries
We now turn to establishing three-dimensional bosonization and particle-vortex duality in the
presence of a boundary. Our starting point is the conjecture that dualities (2.1) and (2.2) are
valid on R2,1+ provided the boundary conditions are correctly applied to dynamical and fiducial
fermions. From this conjecture, we will also be able to establish a web of Abelian dualities
– i.e. scalar-vortex and fermion-QED3 – in the presence of boundaries. The derivation will
give us a setting to establish checks between chiral degrees of freedom on the boundary and
Chern-Simons levels such that eq. (3.12) is satisfied at every step of the way. All partition
functions in this and subsequent sections are understood to be defined on the half-space and
distinct from their full-space equivalents.
4.1 Bosonization
Scalar+Flux = Fermion
Our conjecture for the form of the seed duality with a boundary starts with rewriting the
flux attachment to Wilson-Fisher scalars using eq. (2.7),
ZWF+flux[A] =
∫
DϕDb eiSWF [ϕ,b]+iSCS [b+A]−iSCS [A]. (4.1)
In this form, the coupling of the statistical gauge field b to the background A can be under-
stood entirely in terms of the microscopic fiducial description via heavy fermions:
ZWF+flux[A] =
∫
DϕDb
∏
j=1,2
DχjDλj eiSWF [b]+iS
+
ff [χ1, λ1,b+A]+iS
−
ff [χ2, λ2, A], (4.2)
where once again the superscripts are chosen such that they generate the corresponding
Chern-Simons terms appearing in eq. (4.1). Implicit in the above expression is the fact the
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Scalar + flux Fermion
Boundary conditions ϕ = 0 χ+ = 0
∂ybi − ∂iby = 0
Additional edge modes Left-mover coupled to A None
Right-mover coupled to b+A
Table 1: Summary of boundary conditions and additional edge movers for eq. (4.4).
gravitational Chern-Simons terms coming from each of the fiducial fermions cancel,
(iSCS [b+A] + iΩ) + (−iSCS [A]− iΩ) = iSCS [b+A]− iSCS [A]. (4.3)
This particular combination of Chern-Simons terms will be used many times in what follows.
We should reemphasize that this rewriting has actual content in the case of a theory with
boundary: Even though A is a non-dynamical background gauge field, S−ff [χ2, λ2, A] will
give rise to massless chiral boundary modes associated with the fiducial fermion χ2 despite
working in the |mχ2 | → ∞ limit. As noted above, from the perspective of the coarse-grained,
Chern-Simons formulation of the theory in eq. (4.1) these gapless edge modes appear to be
added by hand.
The fermionic side of the duality eq. (2.3) does not need any additional work: It is already
in a form that makes the chiral edge modes obvious. We can simply apply the chiral boundary
conditions on dynamical fermions (ψ+|y=0 = 0) and Pauli-Villars regulator (λ−|y=0 = 0). Our
conjecture is then that
ZWF+flux[A] ≡
∫
Dϕ Db
∏
j=1,2
Dχj Dλj eiSWF [b]+iS
+
ff [χ1, λ1,b+A]+iS
−
ff [χ2, λ2, A]
↔
∫
Dψ Dλ eiS−f [ψ,λ,A] ≡ Zf[A]
(4.4)
holds as an equivalence at the conformal point. Additionally, we choose the dynamical gauge
field to obey Neumann boundary conditions, (∂ybi−∂iby)|y=0 = 0, and the scalar to obey the
Dirichlet condition, ϕ|y=0 = 0. These results are summarized in Table 1.
In order to establish some guiding principle for the conjectured duality of CFTs, we can
gap both theories and track whether our putative equivalence holds for positive and negative
mass deformations. We will see the boundary conditions in our conjecture naturally arise by
requiring the theory to be non-anomalous and have consistent global symmetries. With the
correspondence of signs between fermion and scalar mass terms in the original bosonization
duality in eq. (2.9) and the convention we’ve already chosen for fermions, the potential for
the scalars is V (ϕ) = −m2ϕ|ϕ|2 + α|ϕ|4. We should find consistent dualities between theories
in the bulk and on the boundary for positive and negative mass deformations away from the
CFT.
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Let us start with the free fermion side of eq. (2.3). Making the mass deformation explicit,
the action is given by the replacement
S+f [ψ, λ,A]→ S+f [ψ, λ,A]−mψψ¯ψ (4.5)
where ψ+|y=0 = 0. In the IR limit of the theory, integrating out the massive degrees of
freedom of the fermion yields
Sf = −1
2
(1− sgn(mψ)) (iSCS + iΩ) (IR Limit). (4.6)
When the Pauli-Villars field and the fermion have the same sign of mass, corresponding
to a −iSCS [A] − iΩ Chern-Simons term, we need a single left-moving chiral edge mode to
account for the anomalous term in order for this to be consistent with eq. (3.12). Since
mψ < 0, the DWF which arises from our analysis of § 3.2 is exactly the anomaly cancelling
edge mode we need. If instead we had imposed the condition ψ−|y=0 = 0, then this would
have suppressed the DWF. Hence, if we demand a non-anomalous theory, we are forced into
choosing ψ+|y=0 = 0.
We should now check to make sure everything is consistent for mψ > 0. In this case we
get no ordinary or gravitational Chern-Simons terms and ψ’s mass profile naturally gives rise
to a right-moving DWF. It seems like we are in trouble. Fortunately, applying ψ+|y=0 = 0
prevents any right-movers on the boundary. We are thus left with no chiral edge modes and
eq. (3.12) is satisfied for both signs of mψ.
For the Wilson-Fisher scalar with flux, introducing a mass deformation m2ϕ < 0 with our
conventions for V (ϕ) gives an overall positive mass term that corresponds to a gapped scalar.
Flowing to the IR, the only term with b dependence is iSCS [b+A]. As reviewed in above and
in appendix B of [10], this theory is completely determined by its framing anomaly and thus
equal to −iΩ. This results in an overall −iSCS [A]− iΩ Chern-Simons term, consistent with
the fermionic side when mψ < 0.
We should also check that the anomaly inflow condition eq. (3.12) is still satisfied on this
side of the duality. It is here where our microscopic description of the Chern-Simons term in
eq. (4.2) will be important. Integrating out b caused the first Chern-Simons term to vanish
leaving behind −iSCS [A] − iΩ. From the micrscopic perspective, this can be viewed as the
condition ∫
Dχ Dλ Db eiS±ff [χ,λ,b+A] = 1. (4.7)
That is, the fiducial fermions provide no ordinary or gravitational Chern-Simons terms as
well as no corresponding edge movers. Per our prescription, the remaining fiducial fermion
associated with −iSCS [A]− iΩ has the correct mass profile and boundary condition such that
it contains a left-moving DWF. Thus, eq. (3.12) is satisfied.
To complete our discussion of massive phases we need to check that everything is consis-
tent when m2ϕ > 0. This gives a negative mass squared term in V (ϕ), spontaneously breaking
the emergent U(1) in the scalar theory. This kills off the Chern-Simons term for b, and so
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integrating out ϕ and b leave behind no Chern-Simons terms. As expected, this means that
the IR theory in the Higgs phase is identical to the ‘vacuum’ region. When b = 0, the edge
modes of the the fiducial fermions associated with iSCS [b+A] and −iSCS [A] have the same
gauge coupling but opposite chiralities, and hence cancel one another. Since no Chern-Simons
terms or fermions are left behind, there are no possible chiral modes that can arise and make
this theory anomalous. Hence, we have found a consistent story for the duality on either side
of the mass deformation.
That last step is to see if the scalar boundary conditions is constrained. To do so, we rely
on our identification of global symmetry currents on either side of the duality, eq. (2.10). For
this purpose, it becomes useful to reinterpret the cancellation of the anomaly from eq. (3.12)
in a slightly different, but equivalent, language. The Chern-Simons term of the bulk is
anomalous on its own under the global U(1) topological symmetry because the corresponding
current has a nonzero divergence at the boundary. This seems to imply that the symmetry is
broken at the boundary. However, the Chern-Simons anomaly is compensated via the axial
U(1) symmetry of the DWFs, and hence the theory is non-anomalous under a simultaneous
topological U(1) transformation in the bulk and the axial U(1) transformation on the DWFs.
If the two symmetries are identified, the global topological U(1) symmetry is restored on
the boundary by the transformation of the DWFs and is unbroken everywhere. This is in
agreement with the fermion side of the duality where the global U(1) symmetry of particle
number is unbroken in the bulk and on the boundary.
Returning to the constraints on the boundary condition of the scalar, recall that the
equations of motion for the scalar and Chern-Simons term tie the matter current to the
topological current,
jµflux ≡
k
2pi
µνρ∂νbρ = −jµscalar. (4.8)
Here, jµscalar is the usual scalar matter current and we have temporarily set the background
fields to zero. However, as we have argued above, on the boundary it is not the flux which
accounts for the topological U(1) symmetry, but the DWFs. Hence, we should have jiflux|y=0 =
0 and by eq. (4.8) should also take jiscalar|y=0 = 0. Such a condition on the scalar current can
only be achieved by Dirichlet boundary conditions, ϕ|y=0 = 0. Dirichlet boundary conditions
are usually referred to as the “ordinary transition” boundary conditions of the O(2) Wilson-
Fisher fixed point. See [23] for a recent discussion.
The above constructions leads us to conjecture what happens to the DWFs at the confor-
mal fixed point: As the mass deformation becomes smaller, according to eq. (3.11) the DWF
becomes less and less localized to the boundary. In the massless limit, the DWF recombines
with a DWF of opposite chirality living on – in the case of a finite interval y ∈ [0, L] –
the other boundary. Note that on the semi-infinite interval that we have used for R2,1+ , the
oppositely chiral fermion is not explicitly seen as the boundary condition at y = L is replaced
by a condition on the asymptotic behavior of the matter fields. At the conformal fixed point,
we then have an ordinary Dirac fermion which lives in the bulk.
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Fermion + flux Scalar
Boundary conditions χ− = 0 ϕ = 0
∂yai − ∂iay = 0
Additional edge modes Left-mover coupled to a+B None
Right-mover coupled to a
Table 2: Summary of boundary conditions and additional edge movers for eq. (4.9).
Fermion+Flux = Scalar
Having established a set of conventions in the first seed duality in the presence of a boundary,
we can carry the above notation through into the second seed duality. Our conjecture is that
Zf+flux[B] ≡
∫
Dψ Da Dλ0
∏
j=1,2
Dχj Dλj eiS
+
f [ψ, λ0, a]+iS
−
ff [χ1, λ1, a+B]+iS
+
ff [χ2, λ2, a]
↔
∫
Dϕ eiSWF [ϕ,B] ≡ ZWF[B]
(4.9)
holds as an equivalence at the conformal point. Once more, we have imposed Neumann
boundary conditions on the dynamical gauge field a and Dirichlet boundary conditions on
the scalar. These results are summarized in Table 2. We should recall the procedure that
maps from eq. (2.3) to eq. (2.4) and make sure that it is consistent with our boundary picture.
In the bulk, this duality can be derived from the first seed duality by promoting the
background spinc valued connection A to a dynamical field, a, introducing an ordinary back-
ground U(1) field B, and adding −iSBF [a,B] − iSCS [B] to the action. Looking first at the
scalar side of this procedure and starting with eq. (4.1), it becomes useful to define a new
recipe for moving from the first seed duality to the second in the presence of a boundary by
rewriting the BF term:
New Promotion: Promote A to a dynamical field, a, introduce a new back-
ground field B, and add iSCS [a]− iSCS [a+B] to the action.
The Chern-Simons terms should be understood throughout the process in their microscopic
descriptions with appropriate boundary conditions such that they give rise to chiral modes
on the boundary to satisfy eq. (3.12). Once more, we have introduced the combination whose
gravitational Chern-Simons terms cancel one another. Note the old and new promotions are
completely equivalent in the bulk where there are no surface terms from integration by parts
or chiral modes to consider on the boundary.
Applying this procedure to eq. (4.1) gives∫
DϕDaDb eiSWF [ϕ,b]+iSCS [b+a]−iSCS [a+B]. (4.10)
For brevity, we will leave the process of rewriting Chern-Simons terms as fermion and Pauli-
Villars fields as implied moving forward. When integrating out the dynamical fields, we find
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in the absence of holonomies, an assumption we will always make from now on, 0 = b + a,
0 = a+B, and thus b = −a = B.
With the methods we used in the first seed duality, it is straightforward to establish a
duality between non-anomalous theories in the second. After integrating out the dynamical
fields, there are no ordinary or gravitational Chern-Simons terms left over for either mass de-
formation. This is easiest to understand on the scalar side. There are no Chern-Simons terms
present regardless of the mass deformation, and hence, there are no edge movers required for
the theory to be non-anomalous. Since the scalar fields give rise to no chiral edge modes, we
are consistent with eq. (3.12).
Following our process for promotion for the free fermion gives
Zfermion+flux[B] =
∫
DψDa eiSf [ψ, a]+iSCS [a]−iSCS [a+B]. (4.11)
In the IR limit, integrating out the fermion gives
Sfermion+flux = −1
2
(1− sgn(mψ)) (iSCS [a] + iΩ)− iSCS [a+B] + iSCS [a]. (4.12)
For mψ > 0, integrating out the fermion gives no Chern-Simons terms, and the equations
of motion for a imply B = 0; leaving behind no Chern-Simons terms and the edge modes
of the fiducial fermions exactly cancel. For mψ < 0, the first and last Chern-Simons terms
and DWFs cancel and we are left with a −iSCS [a + B] − iΩ. Here we can again find a
theory completely determined by its framing anomaly and hence it can be replaced by +iΩ.7
Microscopically, this amounts to∫
Dχ Dλ Da eiS±ff [χ,λ,a+B] = 1. (4.13)
This leaves behind no ordinary or gravitational Chern-Simons terms and hence no edge modes
are left behind. Thus, we find that after integrating out the dynamical degrees of freedom
requiring the absence of anomalies for each of the Chern-Simons terms individually gives us
a consistent theory.
Note that the fiducial fermion picture may not seem strictly necessary in this duality
since there are no nonzero Chern-Simons terms from mass deformations and hence no edge
movers are necessary to make the theory non-anomalous. However, the fiducial fermions do
play an integral role in the above analysis since they cancel the would-be dynamical DWF,
which cannot be eliminated without additional edge movers.
As with the first duality, imposing boundary conditions on the scalar requires a closer look
at the global symmetry currents. Choosing Neumann boundary conditions on the dynamical
gauge field a implies a constraint to field configurations which obey (∂yai−∂iay)|y=0 = 0. This
also means the topological current parallel to the boundary vanishes, since jiflux ∝ ∂yai−∂iay.
7This follows in an analogous manner to eq. (4.7). To see this, rewrite the dynamical spinc valued connection
as the sum of a background spinc valued connection and a dynamical U(1) connection a = b + A. Then, we
can simply shift away the extra B to recover the usual expression.
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Since this topological current should be identified with the particle number current on the
scalar side of the duality, consistency requires jiscalar|y=0 = 0. Again, this can only be achieved
by imposing Dirichlet boundary conditions on the scalar.
Lastly, one can easily check consistency of the above prescriptions by applying the pro-
motions again to get back to the first seed duality. The only subtlety is the sign of all the
Chern-Simons terms in the promotion need to be flipped. This means that our prescription
is to promote B to a dynamical field in eq. (4.9), introduce a new background field A, add
+iSCS [b+A]− iSCS [A] to the action, and integrate out the dynamical fields. Following this
through, we are left with the appropriate chiral modes for the remaining Chern-Simons terms
to satisfy eq. (3.12).
Time-reversed dualities
The time-reversed version of the seed dualities follow in a completely analogous manner. Since
the Chern-Simons terms are time-reversal odd, in order to satisfy eq. (3.12) we also need to
swap the chiralities of the fermionic boundary terms. Other than the minor consistency check
required by the fermionic and Pauli-Villars boundary conditions, the time-reversed analogs
of eq. (2.3) and eq. (2.4) are
Z¯WF+flux[A] ≡
∫
Dϕ Db eiSWF [ϕ, b]−iSCS [b+A]+iSCS [A]
↔
∫
Dψ Dλ eiS¯+f [ψ,λ,A] ≡ Z¯f[A],
(4.14)
and
Z¯f+flux[B] ≡
∫
Dψ Dλ Da eiS¯−f [ψ,λ, a]+iSCS [a+B]−iSCS [a]
↔
∫
Dϕ eiSWF [ϕ,B] ≡ Z¯WF[B].
(4.15)
As in the previous versions of the dualities, we can simply identify the correct number of
boundary modes needed to ensure the absence of anomalies by looking at the sign and level
of the Chern-Simons term directly.
4.2 Particle-Vortex duality
Scalar-Vortex duality
Moving deeper into the web of dualities in [9, 10], we will start with finding the influence of
a boundary on
ZWF[C]↔ Zscalar-QED[C]. (4.16)
Beginning with eq. (4.9), this duality is derived by promoting B to be dynamical, introducing
a new background field C, and adding −iSCS [b] + iSCS [b + C] − iSCS [C] to both sides of
the duality. Note these terms are equivalent to iSBF [b, C] in the absence of boundaries.
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However, there would appear to be an issue of applying our fiducial fermion prescription to
this duality. That is we have Chern-Simons terms of ordinary U(1) – rather than spinc valued
– connections.8 The coupling of the fiducial fermions to such fields violates the relation forced
by eq. (2.12) discussed in § 2. However, we can work around that by rewriting the BF term
including a spinc valued connection as [24]
SBF [b, C] = SCS [b+ C +A]− SCS [b+A]− SCS [C +A] + SCS [A]. (4.17)
Note that all of the gravitational Chern-Simons terms that would have accompanied each SCS
on the right hand side of eq. (4.17) cancel and have thus been ignored. Now, the promotion of
the ordinary background connection, B → b, and the subsequent coupling to another ordinary
background connection C can be realized as a system of four fiducial fermions in the usual
way.
Proceeding with the prescription, the scalar side of the duality becomes
Zscalar-QED[C] =
∫
DϕDb eiSWF [ϕ,b]+iSCS [b+C+A]−iSCS [b+A]−iSCS [C+A]+iSCS [A]. (4.18)
The analysis of Chern-Simons terms and edge modes follows in a similar fashion to the WF
+ flux case. In the phase where the scalar is massive, the equations of motion for b imply
C = 0, which causes the four Chern-Simons terms and associated edge modes cancel. In the
Higgsed phase, b = 0, and once more all Chern-Simons terms cancel and there are no edge
modes.
The modified fermionic theory is
Zf ′ [C] =
∫
DψDλDaDb eiS+f [ψ,λ,a]+iSCS [a]−iSCS [a+b]+iSCS [b+C+A]−iSCS [b+A]−iSCS [C+A]+iSCS [A].
(4.19)
Integrating out b implies b = C − a and plugging this back into the above expression yields
Zf ′ [C] =
∫
DψDλDa eiS+f [ψ,λ,a]+iSCS [a−C]. (4.20)
Up to the sign of the mass terms, the two terms in the action of eq. (4.20) are exactly the
time-reversed alternate seed duality, eq. (4.15), with B → −C, so that9
Zf ′ [C] = Z f+flux[−C]↔ ZWF[C]. (4.21)
This confirms the desired relation in eq. (4.16). This is consistent with the scalar-QED side
of the duality.
There is one caveat to the use of the time reversed duality connected to our use of ZWF
rather than ZWF. The time reversal operation changes the sign on the fermion mass term.
8Recall, a U(1) Chern-Simons term is well defined modulo piZ in general. It is only picking a spin structure
that makes it well defined modulo 2piZ.
9The −iSCS [a] term is hidden in our difference of Pauli-Villars masses in Sf and S¯f .
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This has the effect of flipping the relationship between the way mass deformations in the two
scalar theories are mapped to one another: positive mass deformations in ZWF correspond
to negative mass deformations in Zscalar-QED. However, at the conformal fixed point ZWF
is completely equivalent to ZWF. This is a nice check, since it reproduces the equivalence
m2ϕ ↔ −m2ϕ′ on the two sides of the bosonic particle-vortex duality.
Fermion-Vortex duality
The last duality we will consider in the presence of a boundary is the fermionic particle-vortex
duality, which has some additional nuances. This duality,
Z f[A]e−
i
2
SCS [A] ↔ ZQED3 [A], (4.22)
was originally formulated with theories which are T -invariant on both sides, similar to the
bosonic case [25].
Recall that with our definition of Zf in eq. (2.5b) this partition function contains the
contribution of the negative mass, heavy Pauli-Villars field λ. Often the regulator is treated
as producing a level -12 Chern-Simons term when integrated out. More precisely, we get the
η-invariant of A. This factor means that Zf is not time reversal invariant: mλ → −mλ. The
purpose of the e−
i
2
SCS [A] in eq. (4.22) is to cancel the η-invariant and produce a time-reversal
invariant fermionic partition function. However, from our normalization in eq. (2.6a) we
require that k ∈ Z for the Chern-Simons term to be gauge-invariant. Thus, multiplying with
half-integer Chern-Simons terms is not a consistent procedure in a purely 2 + 1 dimensional
theory. To avoid this issue, this term can be viewed as arising as a boundary insertion in a
theory on a 3 + 1 dimensional bulk manifold, X [10, 26, 27]. More precisely, one promotes A
to a spinc valued connection on X and adds
1
8pi
∫
X
dA ∧ dA (4.23)
to the Lagrangian. This promotion of A to a spinc valued connection is possible for any
(orientable) choice of bulk X as all such 3 + 1 dimensional manifolds admit a spinc structure.
This cancels the contribution of the regulator; rendering the fermionic partition function real
and both sides of the duality time-reversal invariant. All of this is perfectly valid in the
2+1 dimensional bulk, but in the present context – where R2,1+ would need to be realized as a
boundary surface – this prescription fails. Indeed, had we proceeded through with multiplying
Zf in with e i2SCS [A] as in [9], we would have found the Chern-Simons levels of ±12 on either side
of the mass deformation. This is a clear contradiction with the assertion that the boundary
is non-anomalous: We cannot generate “half” a DWF to satisfy eq. (3.12).
Thus we find that in order to have a purely 2 + 1 dimensional description of fermionic
particle-vortex duality, we must either abandon time-reversal invariance at the conformal
fixed point or find some other means of canceling the η-invariant of A.
Let us first explore what happens when we give up time reversal invariance. It is no
longer necessary to transfer the k = 12 Chern-Simons term from one side of the duality to
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the other. In this case, it will be convenient to begin our derivation with eq. (4.9). We then
promote the background field to be dynamical, B → b, and couple to a new background spinc
valued connection A via −iSCS [b+A] + iSCS [A], the fermion+flux side is
ZQED′3 [A] =
∫
Dψ Dλ Da Db eiS+f [ψ,λ,a]−iSCS [a+b]+iSCS [a]−iSCS [b+A]+iSCS [A]. (4.24)
where the prime is being used to distinguish this from T -invariant QED3. We proceed as
usual in the IR limit and integrate out the dynamical fields a and b.10 For mψ > 0 we find no
Chern-Simons terms, while for mψ < 0 we find iSCS [A] + iΩ. The fiducial fermion associated
with iSCS [A] provides the necessary right-mover.
Meanwhile, the scalar side yields
Zscalar′ [A] =
∫
Dϕ Db eiSWF[ϕ, b]−iSCS [b+A]+iSCS [A]. (4.25)
However, we recognize this as the time-reversed first seed duality, eq. (4.14). This ultimately
gives
ZQED′3 [A]↔ Z f[A]. (4.26)
Again, we end up with level-0 and 1 ordinary and gravitational Chern-Simons terms on either
side of the mass deformation. This time, the dynamical fermion can provide consistent chiral
edge modes satisfying eq. (3.12).
The other way to proceed is to insist on time-reversal invariance at the fixed point and
doubly quantize the fields to avoid issues associated with half-integer Chern-Simons terms.
With this redefinition of our fields, cancelling the T -violating η-invariant term can be achieved
with a term which meets the quantization requirements of eq. (2.6a). However, taking A = 2A′
for some new spinc valued connection A
′ is in violation of the spin-charge relation, which would
mean such an effective theory is not relevant to usual condensed matter systems [10, 17].
Following similar steps to that above, we find
ZQED′′3 [A] ≡
∫
Dψ Dλ Da eiS+f [ψ,λ,2a]−2iSCS [a]+2iSCS [a+A]−2iSCS [A]
↔
∫
DψDλ eiS¯+f [ψ,λ, 2A] = Z¯f[2A].
(4.27)
It is straightforward to show edge movers are consistent with eq. (3.12) with an ordinary U(1)
connection fiducial fermion prescription, analogous to eq. (3.14),
e±iSCS [B] =
∫
DχDλ eiS±ff [χ, λ,B]. (4.28)
One needs to keep in mind the double gauge field coupling causes the edge modes to contribute
double the anomalous current, but this is still compensated by the Chern-Simons current
inflow.
10More precisely, we must integrate out a before b to avoid imposing conditions which violate the spin-charge
relation of our connections, i.e. imposing 2b = −a−A [10]. The same condition prevents us from simplifying
eq. (4.24) by integrating out b.
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5 Lattice construction
In this section, we will build on recent work that realized the Abelian dualities in [9, 10]
using exact techniques. We will consider the complex XY model on a Euclidean cubic lattice
in d = 3 as in [12]. We will introduce a boundary to this formalism in order to find the
microscopic description of one of the dualities described in § 4, the claim that scalars with
flux are equivalent to a theory of fermions.
Our conventions for the lattice will be that the matter living at lattice sites are denoted
by a subscript n and the link variables are labeled by nµ designated to mean pointing from
site n in the direction µˆ. A boundary will be implemented by simply truncating the lattice in
the y-direction, rendering it semi-infinite. We use the index β for sites on the boundary. Link
variables transverse and parallel to the boundary will be denoted by βy and βi ∈ {βt, βx},
respectively.
To realize the scalar + flux theory, we start with the XY model for a complex scalar
living at lattice site n, Φn ∼ eiθn given in terms of a set of phase variables θn ∈ [0, 2pi) and
background U(1) gauge fields living on links Anµ by
ZXY[A] =
(∏
n
∫ pi
−pi
dθn
2pi
)
exp
{ 1
T
∑
nµ
cos(θn+µˆ − θn −Anµ)
}
≡
∫
Dθ e− 1T HXY [A]. (5.1)
To generate the necessary Chern-Simons term, we will employ the trick of coupling eq. (5.1)
to two-component Grassmann fields χn and χ¯n. This is equivalent to our fiducial fermion
prescription in the continuum case. The fermionic sector of the theory is given by
ZW[A] =
∏
n
∫
d2χ¯nd
2χn e
−HW [A](M)−Hint(U), (5.2)
where the Wilson action HW and hopping-hopping interaction Hint are
−HW [A](M) =
∑
nµ
(
Dnµe
−iAnµ +D∗nµe
iAnµ
)
+
∑
n
(M −R)χ¯nχn, (5.3a)
−Hint(U) = U
∑
nµ
DnµD
∗
nµ. (5.3b)
with Dnµ and D
∗
nµ the fermionic forward and backward hopping terms, respectively
Dnµ ≡
(
χ¯n
σµ +R
2
χn+µˆ
)
, D∗nµ ≡
(
χ¯n+µˆ
−σµ +R
2
χn
)
. (5.4)
This particular form of Hint is chosen in [12] to reproduce the known continuum results.
Similar to the continuum theory, integrating out these Wilson fermions will produce the
Chern-Simons term. However, as a consequence of fermion doublers, the level of the resulting
Chern-Simons theory is dependent on the relative magnitudes of M and the Wilson term, R,
as well as the sign of R. Compiling the above components of the theory and including the
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analog of the dynamical U(1) gauge field present in the continuum theory, the scalar coupled
to flux is
Z[A] =
∫
Da ZXY[a]ZW[A− a],
∫
Da ≡
∏
nµ
∫ pi
−pi
danµ
2pi
. (5.5)
For the remainder of this section, we will assume |R| = 1, which is motivated by reflection
positivity. Additionally, we assume we have chosen T , U . 0, and M . 6 in order to hit
the IR critical point, as explained in [12].11 That is, these values are tuned such the theory
eq. (5.5) flows in the IR to
ZW[A] =
∏
n
∫
d2χ¯nd
2χn e
−HW [A](M ′)−Hint(U ′), (5.6)
with M ′ = 6 and U ′ = 0.
Boundary conditions
To study the effect of the presence of a boundary on eq. (5.5), we need to understand how
boundary conditions come about on the site and link variables. We will start with the scalar
fields, Φβ. Ideally, we would have a direct analogy to the continuum case where either
Neumann or Dirichlet boundary conditions are possible. The former can be implemented
by requiring the scalar hopping terms perpendicular to the boundary vanish. However, due
to our construction of scalar fields as having magnitude one, Φn ∼ eiθn , it is not actually
possible to enforce Dirichlet boundary conditions, i.e. Φβ = 0. Instead, we will enforce
Dirichlet boundary conditions by requiring the scalar current along the boundary to be zero.
The fermionic boundary conditions are such that either
P+χβ = χ¯βP− = 0, or P−χβ = χ¯βP+ = 0, (5.7)
extremize the boundary variation term [31]. We will use as our convention σyˆ =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
such
that the chiral projectors in eq. (5.7) are P± = 12(1± σyˆ). From the assumption that |R| = 1
and up to a sign, the chiral projectors are equivalent to the matrices 12(±σyˆ−R) appearing in
the fermionic hopping terms perpendicular to the boundary in eqs. (5.3a) and (5.3b). Either
of the conditions in eq. (5.7) will remove one chiral mode worth of degrees of freedom, while
the other chiral mode is left unconstrained. These conditions can be compared to those in
eq. (3.6) and be seen to agree – albeit by construction [31].
Lastly, we need to consider the link variables. We again draw inspiration for the appro-
priate boundary conditions from the continuum case. That is, Neumann boundary conditions
correspond to the condition that plaquettes perpendicular and adjacent to the boundary must
vanish. On the lattice, this will correspond to the constraint
aβi + a(β+iˆ)y − a(β+yˆ)i − aβy = 0. (5.8)
11We have chosen to define eqs. (5.3a) and (5.3b) such that it matches [21, 28–30] and thus differs slightly
from that of [12]. To translate back, take (M − 3R)→M and then R→ −R.
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Alternatively, we could choose Dirichlet boundary conditions which simply require aβi = 0.
We would like to reproduce the results of the continuum duality eq. (4.4) and this will guide
us in choosing the corresponding boundary conditions on the lattice.
Implementation
The main results of ref. [12] – following the choice of hopping-hopping interaction Hint – are
contained in the identification of a suitable UV map for the conserved currents built out of
θn and anµ into a theory of free fermions. Those theories are then flowed to the IR where one
can then compare to continuum results. Following these general principles, we identify the
effects of truncating the lattice at some arbitrary boundary site. We will show the derivation
of [12] holds in the presence of a truncated boundary and is non-anomalous for M > 0 so long
as R = 1 and the P−χβ = χ¯βP+ = 0 boundary condition is chosen. We will also verify mass
deformations away from the conformal fixed point yield equivalent results to the continuum
case.
Recall the existence of a DWF at the boundary was of particular importance in our
continuum picture for self-consistency checks away from the conformal point. A truncated
lattice also gives rise to massless chiral modes localized to the boundary [30]. In particular,
there are fermionic modes obeying
Ψ±(x, y, t) = ξ(y)(1± σyˆ)ψ±, ξ(y) ≡ [1− F 2(kµ)] 12 [F (kµ)]y (5.9)
with ψ± a right/left helicity eigenstate and
F (ki) = R−M +R
∑
i=t,x
(1− cos ki). (5.10)
For a given ki, this solution can be normalized only if |F (ki)| < 1 [30]. At the limit |F (ki)| = 1
the DWF becomes a continuum eigenstate.
Now let’s turn to the derivation of the duality. We will follow the derivation of ref. [12]
and point out where subtleties of the boundary come into play. To begin, rewrite the bosonic
hopping term to make the bosonic currents explicit
e
1
T
cos(θβ+µˆ−θβ−aβµ) =
∞∑
jβµ=−∞
Iβµ(T
−1)ΦβΦ∗β+µˆe
−iaβµjβµ , (5.11)
where Ij is the j
th modified Bessel function. As mentioned in the previous section, we will
enforce Dirichlet boundary conditions on the scalar by requiring the scalar current in the
boundary to vanish, i.e. jβi = 0. The bosonic degrees of freedom can be integrated out
explicitly and this simply enforces Gauss’s law for the scalar currents at the boundary sites.
By current conservation, this implies current onto the boundary also vanishes, jβy = 0.
The implementation of boundary conditions for the Grassmann variable and their effect
on eqs. (5.3a) and (5.3b) is more subtle. In the continuum case, one of these boundary
conditions will kill off the DWF on the boundary, while the other will leave it untouched.
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This had important implications relating to the anomalous nature of the theory. Is this feature
also realized in the lattice? To see this is still consistent with the Callan-Harvey mechanism
on either side of the mass deformation, we need to take a closer look at the interplay between
Chern-Simons terms and DWFs on the semi-infinite lattice.
On the lattice, the Chern-Simons term is determined by the masses of the 23 = 8 chiral
Dirac fermion modes in the continuum. These correspond to the eight extrema of the Brillouin
zone at kt,x,y = {0, pi}. The effective masses of these eights modes are determined by [12, 28]
meff(kµ) = M −R
∑
µ
(1− cos kµ). (5.12)
Since the value of R is important in eqs. (5.10) and (5.12), we should see if we can first
fix its sign. Recall that it is the current of the Chern-Simons term flowing onto the boundary
which renders the theory non-anomalous. This current is nonzero only when the R and M in
eq. (5.3b) have the same sign [28]. Hence, given our choice of M > 0 we must take R = 1 to
allow for anomaly inflow.
From eq. (5.4), the choice of R = 1 has the effect of projecting onto the right-moving chiral
mode for hopping terms perpendicular to the boundary. For reasons that will become clear
shortly, the correct fermionic boundary condition to choose in this case is P−χβ = χ¯βP+ = 0.
Together with the choice of R, this implies D∗βy 6= 0 and Dβy 6= 0 in general. Had we chosen
the opposite boundary conditions or R = −1 we would have found no current flow onto the
boundary.
With R fixed, the value of M – or equivalently, M ′ of eq. (5.6) – determines both the
Chern-Simons level and the existence of DWFs for each of the kµ. For our present purposes,
we will only be concerned with the behavior of the theory in the vicinity of the critical mass,
M = 6, and so we will check the behavior of the kµ extrema for these values.
Our results are summarized in Table 3. For M = 6, corresponding to the IR fixed point,
the Chern-Simons term is level-12 and there are no DWFs. More precisely, the would-be DWF
is at the limit where |F (ki)| = 1 and has become a continuum eigenstate. This is consistent
with the proposed continuum behavior at the conformal fixed point. For M ′ = 6 + , the
Chern-Simons level is zero and we have no DWFs since eq. (5.10) is not satisfied for any ki.
Again, this is in agreement with eq. (3.12).
M ′ = 6−  is slightly more subtle. This value corresponds to the UV sector of the theory
where we need to level-1 Chern-Simons to generate the eiSCS [A−a] term as well as negative
mass deformations at the IR fixed point. For this case we find a Chern-Simons level of 1
and two DWFs, since both kµ = (pi, pi, 0) and kµ = (pi, pi, pi) satisfy eq. (5.10). However, this
is where our fermionic boundary conditions we enforced earlier come back into play. Since
we have a Chern-Simons level of 1, we have chosen our boundary condition to kill off the
left-mover, namely P−χβ = χ¯βP+ = 0. This gives the correct chiral modes on the boundary
to satisfy eq. (3.12). Interestingly, since they supply a level-12 Chern-Simons term with no
DWF, it is the fermion doublers that play the role of the Pauli-Villars regulator on the lattice.
Thus, we are self-consistent with the Callan-Harvey mechanism all the way through. This
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Brillouin Zone Chirality Mass Parameter
Extremum, kµ M = 6−  M = 6 M = 6 + 
(0, 0, 0) R + + +
(0, 0, pi) L − − −
(0, pi, 0) L − − −
(pi, 0, 0) L − − −
(0, pi, pi) R + + +
(pi, pi, 0) R +∗ + +
(pi, 0, pi) R + + +
(pi, pi, pi) L +∗ 0 −
Total CS Level 1 12 0
Total DWF one R, one L none none
Table 3: Chirality, mass, and existence of a DWF for the eight modes at the extremum of
the Brillouin zone, kµ = (kt, kx, ky), as calculated using eqs. (5.10) and (5.12). Positive and
negative masses are denoted by a + and −, respectively and an astrix denotes a mode which
meets the condition to be a DWF.
analysis follows similarly for M < 0 in which case we would need to choose R = −1 and kill
off right-movers with the fermionic boundary condition.
Note that by imposing the fermionic boundary conditions, we have fixed two of the
Grassmann variables we would normally integrate over on the boundary sites. The fermionic
current conservation imposed by Grassmann integration will still hold for such links, but now
each site has only two Grassmann degrees of freedom instead of four. The contribution of the
double hopping/interaction term with any boundary site is very limited in such cases, since it
already contains both Grassmann degrees of freedom. To have a non-vanishing contribution
it must be isolated from any other links.
Finally, we need to understand the effect of the Neumann boundary conditions on the
dynamical gauge field, i.e. eq. (5.8). The bulk integration over the link variables tied the
bosonic and fermionic currents together. From the above construction, the boundary scalar
current vanishes, which would seem to imply the boundary fermionic current does as well.
This would present a problem for satisfying eq. (3.12) if not for the gauge field boundary
conditions. Enforcing eq. (5.8) on, e.g., the βi link kills off the link integration along the
boundary and transforms the fermionic current terms as
Dβie
−i(Aβi−aβi) → Dβie−i(Aβi+a(β+iˆ)y−a(β+yˆ)i−aβy). (5.13)
Hence, there is no tying of the fermionic current to the vanishing scalar current, but we should
still verify that is possible to get a non-vanishing fermionic current on the boundary so our
DWFs are still allowed solutions.
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First, consider eiaβy , which na¨ıvely would be problematic for the survival of terms like
eq. (5.13) upon integration over the corresponding link variable unless it is canceled by e−iaβy
from somewhere else in the path integral. With no scalar current flowing onto the boundary,
we could use fermionic current term such as D∗βye
i(Aβy−aβy) to cancel eiaβy . However, such a
term means the fermionic current flows off the boundary. Since the number of Grassmann
variables at the site β is saturated by the two fermionic currents due to our fermion boundary
conditions, a double-hopping term to return the fermionic current to the same site is forbidden.
Relying on such a cancellation would mean the boundary fermionic current is only supported
for a single link.
Fortunately, there are additional contributions that work to cancel eiaβy . Consider the
form of eq. (5.13) for neighboring boundary links. The (β − iˆ)i link contains an exponential
of the form e−iaβy which can cancel eiaβy . This has the interpretation of a fermionic current
flowing from the (β − iˆ)i link to the βi link. The cancellation generalizes over a chain of
adjacent boundary links with nonzero fermionic current and causes all exponentials with
dynamical gauge links perpendicular to the boundary to vanish.
The only remaining term the needs to be cancelled in eq. (5.13) is e−ia(β+yˆ)i . This can
easily be achieved by either the fermionic or bosonic currents living on the (β+ yˆ)i link. Com-
bining this with the cancellation of eiaβy and e
−ia(β+iˆ)y , it is possible to have an uninterrupted
fermionic current flowing along the boundary in spite of having chosen scalar boundary condi-
tions which set bosonic currents on the boundary to zero.12 Furthermore, the chirality of this
boundary current is set by our choice of fermionic boundary conditions. This is completely
analogous to the continuum case.
6 Discussion and Conclusion
In this work, we presented a generalization of Abelian bosonization that remains valid in the
presence of a boundary. Our main finding is that, for the duality to be valid in the presence
of boundaries, one carefully needs to account for edge modes that are associated with Chern-
Simons terms. Most importantly, we require edge modes even for Chern-Simons terms in the
action that only involve non-dynamical fields. We implemented this consistently by replacing
all Chern-Simons terms with heavy “fiducial” fermions.
Given the fact that even the SBF [b, C] term of eq. (4.17) can be rewritten using our fiducial
fermion prescription to yield a consistent theory, a natural question one might ask if this is
always the case. In other words, can we ever run into some combination of Chern-Simons
terms which is consistent with the spin-charge relation of a spinc but cannot be rewritten in
terms of our fiducial building blocks? Reassuringly, the answer appears to be no. In [24] it
was shown that any consistently quantized Chern-Simons term which can be put on a spinc
12It is also possible to have a nonzero fermionic current on the boundary with Dirichlet boundary conditions
on the gauge field. This is still consistent with the continuum case, but would require killing off edge movers
in order to get a non-anomalous theory.
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manifold can be rewritten as
SBF [B,C] = SCS [B + C +A]− SCS [B +A]− SCS [C +A] + SCS [A], (6.1a)
SCS [B] + SBF [B,A] = SCS [A+B]− SCS [A], (6.1b)
16CSg = 9SCS [A]− SCS [3A]. (6.1c)
All such terms lend themselves to a description in terms of fiducial fermions.
From a condensed matter perspective, the fermionic particle/vortex was originally pro-
posed as a T -symmetric UV completion of the half-filled lowest Landau level. However, the
need to view it as the surface of a 3 + 1 dimensional topological insulator lead the authors of
[27, 32] to conclude that there is no strictly 2 + 1 dimensional UV completion for this sys-
tem. Our analysis suggests such a completion does exist so long as one is willing to lose the
spin-charge relation of a spinc valued connection or T -invariance. One can ask whether the
projection onto the lowest Landau level is somehow inconsistent with formulating the theory
on a spinc manifold. If such inconsistencies arise, then the doubly quantized theory would
provide a purely 2+1 dimensional UV completion that is manifestly T invariant. This would
require a rigorous study of lowest Landau level projectors on spinc manifolds – a problem we
leave to future work.
Since there have been other microscopic descriptions of the bulk Abelian dualities, e.g. [33,
34], one could wonder how those models realize the boundary physics as presented above. In
[33], a discrete 2+1 dimensional lamination of 1-dimensional quantum wires was used to
derive the Abelian bosonization and particle-vortex duality. Each wire supporting a 1+1-
dimensional continuum theory suggests a natural microscopic realization of the above results;
the study of which is also left for future work.
Obvious questions we have not addressed in this work are generalizations to the non-
Abelian case or to theories with interfaces rather than boundaries. We anticipate that they
work in a similar way, but of course they come with extra subtleties that will be important
to understand. Lastly, left unexplored in this analysis among the transitions enumerated in
[23] are the “extraordinary” type where the boundary scalar gets a vev and drives a surface
transition in addition to gapping the bulk. That the extraordinary transition is believed to
admit no relevant boundary deformations sets it apart from the boundary conditions studied
in this work and warrants further study in the context of the 2+1 dimensional dualities studied
here. A rich network of dualities making along these lines has been laid out in [14] based on
conjectures about the infrared behavior of “duality walls”. It would be very interesting to
generalize our work to these other options as well.
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